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2-hour Session format
Welcome & Acknowledgement of
Country.
Session introduction
3 x 5-min vignettes
Short Q&A
3 x 5-min vignettes
Short Q&A
Short Break
3 x 5-min vignettes
Short Q&A
3 x 5-min vignettes
Short Q&A
Wrap up

About “PhD Students in AI Ethics”.
We are a community of doctoral and postdoctoral researchers
dedicated to helping the world ethically adopt emerging
technologies such as artificial intelligence.
Our members hail from over 30 countries and represent a
diverse range of languages, cultures, ethnicities, and identities.
Members are approaching the issue of responsible AI from a
variety of disciplines including: philosophy, medicine, health,
computer science, law, sociology, business, engineering,
economics, robotics, education, communication, and ethics.
Our purpose is to help developing researchers connect, share
ideas, collaborate, and support each other along the journey.
Founded in December 2020, the group already counts over 220
members and continues to grow every week. We host reading
groups, facilitate research collaborations, and share resources.
This is our first public-facing member presentation roundtable.
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Social Media
Please consider following our presenters on Twitter and retweeting their work. Their
Twitter handles are listed in their profiles below when they have been provided to us.
Event hashtag #PhDAIethics2021
Twitter account for our group @PhDAIethics

Website
Please follow us at

PhDAIethics.com

Apply for membership
Membership applications through LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13921212/
Applicants must fit one of these criteria: current PhD student, doctoral or postdoctoral
researchers, Master's by Research candidates (>80% of the degree by dissertation or
thesis). Early career researcher - graduated from their PhD within the last 3 years.

Affiliations
The group was founded by Rebecca (Bec) Johnson in December 2020. Bec is a PhD student at the
University of Sydney, Australia but the group has no formal endorsement by Sydney University. We
are a distributed group of people from many universities around the world. Currently, we have no
formal affiliations to any external organisation. Members are admitted based on self-identification
of appropriate membership criteria (see above). No background checks on applicants or members
are conducted, and the group presents members based on their word and presumed honesty. Any
opinions expressed by members of the group in their presentations reflects their individual opinions
and does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the group as a whole. As a distributed network, the
group, its founder, and all members are independent people. As a group, PhD Students in AI Ethics
promotes inclusion and respect and condemns toxic or harmful comments.

Q&A
We warmly encourage questions to our presenters. We remind attendees that some presenters are
in the early stages of their PhD studies and are still navigating their topic. Please be kind and
respectful when framing your questions. Additionally, our schedule is tight, please be concise with
your question. Comments can be forwarded to presenters after the event via one of their listed
communication channels.
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Speaker overview: Monday 18th October.
Welcome: Bec Johnson
Moderator: Natalia Menéndez

Giada Pistilli

Ethics of Natural Language Processing

Enrico Panai

Latent space of Data Ethics

Glen Berman

ML affordances: the role of engineering tools in AI ethics

Deepa Singh

AI Ethics: Major Conundrums and The Way Ahead

Otto Sahlgren

Algorithmic Fairness in Conditions of Structural Inequality

Bingyi Han

Ethical challenges in AI's using in educational settings

Orhan Önder

Epistemology and Ethics of Clinical Decision Support Systems

Lorenn Ruster

Conditions for dignity-centered AI development

Bec Johnson

Through a Dark Glass, Clearly: the reflection of our values in
large language models.

Dilrukshi Gamage

Landscape of Deepfake Research which understand social
implications

Mostafa Saket

Human Values and Automated Speech Recognition (ASR)
systems in the Healthcare Context

Olga Leobrandt

The role and governance model for intellectual property rights
to foster artificial intelligence in personalized medicine
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Speaker overview: Tuesday 19th October.
Welcome: Bec Johnson
Moderator: Leslye Dias

Chloe Haden

Is ethical AI a possibility under the draft AI Act?

Natalia Menéndez González

Ethical design of Facial Recognition Technologies

Jesús Salgado

Ethics as investment criterium in AI based startups

Sylvie Saget

On acceptance, rationality and dialogue

Tricia Griffin

Ethics and the AI Developer: Professional or Technician?

Corinna Hertweck

Towards a framework for using group fairness metrics in
practice

Matt Hastings

Tech Ethics Communities as Public and Counter Publics

Sheilla Njoto

Feminine language: A predictor of failure for human-machine
decisions in recruitment?

Anna Puzio

Philosophy of Transhumanism

Leslye Dias

Machine Learning in medical diagnosis: an ethical evaluation of
chances and risks.

Andréane Sabourin Laflamme

The role of ethics and law in providing an appropriate normative
framework for artificial intelligence
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Speaker details and abstracts
Session 1: Monday 18th October
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Giada Pistilli
PhD (mid stage)
Sorbonne Université
Italy, France
Giada.pistilli@paris-sorbonne.fr
https://www.linkedin.com/in/giada-pistilli-295a36a1/
https://twitter.com/GiadaPistilli
@GiadaPistilli
Ethics of Natural Language Processing

Abstract:
What role can ethics play in the field of Natural Language Processing in AI? Through the prism of the
interdisciplinary approach and empirical research, I explore how moral philosophy can guide the development
of conversational artificial intelligence technologies. My empirical work includes ethical analyses and
recommandations (ethical framework) of chatbots design, development and deployment in the context of the
French public sector.

Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Enrico Panai
Recent PhD graduate.
University of Sassari
Italy, France
enricopanai@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/enricopanai/
@EnricoPanai
Latent space of Data Ethics

Abstract:
In informationally mature societies almost all organisations record, generate, process, use, share and
disseminate data. Unfortunately, in recent years the space for data-related ethics has not been precisely
defined in organisations. As a consequence, there has been an overlapping of responsibilities and a void of
clear accountabilities. This presentation aims to show how the space of data ethics is already latent in
organisations, then it highlights how to redefine roles (Chief Data Ethics Officer, Data Ethics Committee, etc.)
and codes (Code of Data Ethics) to create and maintain an environment where ethical reasoning about data,
information, and AI systems may flourish

Name Glen Berman
Degree / research status PhD (mid stage)
University / Institute Australian National University
Country origin/study Australia
Email glen.berman@anu.edu.au
Research links https://www.linkedin.com/in/glenberman/
Twitter
Title ML affordances: the role of engineering tools in AI ethics
Abstract:
Drawing on the theory of affordances, in this presentation I will outline how I am studying the role that
engineering tools play in helping shape how Machine Learning practitioners operationalise AI ethics. I focus, in
particular, on engineering tools that automate ethically salient aspects of Machine Learning system
development, such as training dataset curation and processing, and model tuning. I argue that existing fair-ML
proposals for intervening in Machine Learning development do not sufficiently consider how such engineering
tools are re-configuring Machine Learning practice.
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Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Deepa Singh
PhD (mid stage)
University of Delhi
India
n/a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/deepa-singh-6896b4171/
@existentialand
AI Ethics: Major Conundrums and The Way Ahead

Abstract:
I shall be sharing perspectives on what are some of the most pressing challenges from an India (Global South)
lens in AI from an ethical point of view. Wherein, I shall also delve into the next steps for a more equitable and
just AI as an important pillar of our collective technological futures.

Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Otto Sahlgren
PhD (early stage)
Tampere University
Finland
otto.sahlgren@tuni.fi
https://www.linkedin.com/in/otto-sahlgren-44b937145/
@OttoSahlgren
Algorithmic Fairness in Conditions of Structural Inequality

Abstract:
The aim of my dissertation is to develop a philosophical account of algorithmic fairness in conditions of
structural inequality. I ask whether the fact that we live in an unjust and unequal world should bear on the
method and substance of algorithmic justice (and if so, how)? The account addresses emerging substantive
and methodological questions in fair machine learning research that relate to philosophical debates about
(non-)ideal theorizing and the wrongness of compounding injustice.

Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Bingyi Han
PhD (early stage)
University of Melbourne
China, Australia
bingyih@student.unimelb.edu.au
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bingyi-han-29683716a/
Ethical challenges in AI's using in educational settings

Abstract:
There are increasing interests in integrating AI into education (AIEd). However, there is a huge gap in AIEd that:
insufficient focus has been placed on ethical risks. While AI and its applications will be more powerful and
intrusive, the corresponding outcomes, positive and negative, will be less predictable and harder to control. It
will add vulnerability and is at risk of causing harm to human users, especially learners. Standing by the human
sides to provide humanistic care, Bingyi’s PhD project aims to disclose the neglect towards the ethical risks in
AIand bring up the discussion for the protection mechanism, so to provide future students’ a better and safe
learning environment.
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Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Dr. Orhan Önder
PhD (early stage)
Istanbul University
Turkey
orhnonder@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/orhanonder/
Epistemology and Ethics of Clinical Decision Support Systems

Abstract:
Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS) are AI-using systems that are becoming more and more prevalent.
Integration of CDSS brings about epistemological changes in the clinical setting. These epistemological changes
cause various ethical implications and challenges and transform the role of the clinician. My research aims to
reveal these changes and to explore the responsibility attribution and distribution in CDSS-integrated, new
clinical settings in the light of epistemic asymmetries. This short presentation aims to share the sine qua non of
my project and the summary of my research.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Lorenn Ruster
PhD (early stage)
Australian National University
Australia
Lorenn.ruster@anu.edu.au
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lorennruster
@lorennruster
Conditions for dignity-centered AI development

Abstract:
Humans shape technologies and technologies shape humans. Entrepreneurs envisioning, designing and
building AI-enabled systems hold power in shaping our collective futures. Although, to date, many AI systems
deepen inequalities, discriminate against certain groups of people and undermine our democracy, there is
potential for AI to positively impact structural inequality. This research begins with an overarching hypothesis
that dignity-centered approaches could provide a way forward. It sets out to explore what enabling conditions
may be needed for dignity-centred AI.

Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Rebecca Johnson
PhD (early stage)
The University of Sydney
Australia, Canada
Rebecca.johnson@sydney.edu.au
www.linkedin.com/in/becjohnson
AIethicsPhD.com
@VoxBec
Through a Dark Glass, Clearly: the reflection of our values in large language
models.

Abstract:
Our society is deeply dependent on how we transmit information and communicate knowledge, meaning, and
values. Many of our most profound technological inventions have been driven by the desire to enact volition
and agency through communication. Most recently, our drive to communicate has resulted in a type of
artificial neural network called large language models (LLMs) such as OpenAI’s GPT-3. These LLMs can reflect
back to us perspectives and interpretations of values that are often invisible to us. Some of these reflections
are virtuous and some reflections are darker embodying values that is harmful to others and toxic to society.
Much work is being done to ‘fix’ the problem of ‘bias’ in LLMs. My work focuses on using these reflections of
standpoint as a gift to better understand ourselves and bravely look at the conflict manifest in
incommensurable values.
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Name Dilrukshi Gamage
Degree / research status PostDoctorate
University / Institute Tokyo Tech
Country origin/study Sri Lanka, Japan
Email dilrukshi.gamage@gmail.com
Research links https://www.linkedin.com/in/dilrukshigamage/
Twitter @Dilrukshi_LK
Title Landscape of Deepfake Research which understand social implications
Abstract:
I will brief about the research landscape of deepfakes with regards to societal implications. This is preliminary
findings based on a systematic literature review exploring 787 papers from prominent databases. Out of a
large collection, we only found 88 papers discussing how harmful is the deepfake content and the future use of
it in manipulations. I will summarise key themes of these 88 papers and also what broadly lacks in this space
which researchers need to pay attention.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Mostafa Saket
Researcher with Master Degree
TU Delft
The Netherlands, Iran
m.saket@tudelft.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mostafa-saket-90170838/
Human Values and Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) systems in the
Healthcare Context

Abstract:
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems, which are the fruits of the combination of Deep Learning (DL)
and Speech Recognition (SR) methods, can play a crucial role in the healthcare sector. Different (potential)
applications of speech technologies in healthcare systems can be enumerated as fixing speech and hearing
impairments, reducing wasted time and energy of doctors and nurses in recording the EMRs (Electronic
Medical Records), diagnosing psychological disorders such as anxiety, depression and stress, care of older
people and access to healthcare services (especially for developing countries). While investments in ASR
systems in the healthcare context are increasing, considering human values in their design becomes more
essential. This research aims to shed light on human values and their role in the design and development of
ASR systems in the healthcare context.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Olga Leobrandt
Recent graduate of Master of Laws.
Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human Rights, Lund University
Sweden, Ukraine
olga.leobrandt@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/olga-leobrandt-bezbozhna-5041352b/
The role and governance model for intellectual property rights to foster
artificial intelligence in personalized medicine

Abstract:
There are many potential benefits to the integration of artificial intelligence (AI) into the personalized
medicine (PM). It ranges from classifying pictures in dermatology, radiology, etc; annotating free text
documents, such as health records; identifying hidden patterns in large clinical datasets. There are also several
serious risks, such as, lack of comprehensive regulations, risks to privacy, discrimination, data security
breaches, etc. In particular, it is becoming more relevant to address the balance between individual’s right to
quality healthcare, public interest in open innovation and reproducible research, and business interests to
continue innovate in this field. To investigate this balance, the suggested project will seek to position itself at
the intersection of three domains: AI, PM and intellectual property rights (IPRs). The objective of the suggested
project is to examine how to foster artificial intelligence application in personalized medicine by addressing
legal challenges related to intellectual property rights protection.
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Session 2: Tuesday 19th October
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Chloe Haden
PhD (late stage)
University of Hertfordshire
United Kingdom
chloehaden@hotmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chloe-haden-431123100/
Is ethical AI a possibility under the draft AI Act?

Abstract:
Artificial Intelligence has developed great amounts in recent history, which has also led to a rise in concern
towards systems not being built in a human-centric way. The development of AI technology is still out-pacing
regulation in the area, and although draft proposals have been introduced, they have received much criticism.
Through analysis of the EU's draft AI Act, it can be questioned whether a risk-based approach is the best way
forward for achieving and promoting ethical AI, and whether further protections are needed to ensure a
focused and effective human rights approach towards the developing technologies.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Natalia Menéndez González
PhD (mid stage)
European University Institute
Spain/Italy
Natalia.Menendez@eui.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/natalia-men%C3%A9ndez-gonz%C3%A1lez8295b383/
@NataliaMenndez2
Ethical design of Facial Recognition Technology

Abstract:
Facial recognition is a disruptive technology with huge potential and impact. The high level of accuracy
reached by the technology, especially thanks to the addition of Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the ever-growing
number of available data and computer power, have both increased its scope. FRT offers innovative solutions
to current needs for identification and verification, as ‘tie[s] identity to individual, distinctive features of the
body, and the more familiar functionality of video surveillance systems.’ As opposed to other biometrics, ‘it
poses fewer demands on subjects and may be conducted at a distance without their knowledge or consent’. A
good and recent example of its relevance could be the technical advantage it provided during the COVID-19
health emergency. Despite FRT advantages and potential, from bias to opacity in decision-making, there is a
myriad of potential risks it might pose for fundamental rights, especially privacy and data protection.
Name Jesús Salgado
Degree / research status PhD (early stage)
University / Institute Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
Country origin/study Spain,
Email jesus.salgado@upm.es
Research links https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesalgado
Twitter
Title Ethics as investment criterium in AI based startups
Abstract:
One of the main sources of digital innovation is the startup ecosystem where "move fast and break things" is
the leading motto in design and decision-making culture. On the other hand, investors must protect their
interests against potential risks and damage to the brands they are investing in. More and more, some
investors are differentiating their activities through compliance to environmental, social and governance
frameworks. The objective of this research is to assess the inclusion, in the investor ecosystem (venture
capital, corporate and administration) of ethical criteria in the investment flow: from scouting through
evaluation and due diligence to oversight and exit.
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Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Sylvie Saget
PhD (late stage)
University of Gothenburg
France, Sweden
saget.sylvie@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sylviesaget/
@SylvieSaget
On acceptance, rationality and dialogue.

Abstract:
The distinction between belief and acceptance has been initially introduced in Philosophy of Mind to address
situations where an agent's action contradicts his beliefs. More recently, acceptance has been used to model
cultural knowledge, group beliefs, common ground, or language as a tool. In this talk, I will first present a
refashioning of the distinction between belief and acceptance. Secondly, I will briefly detail how this
distinction and the adding of acceptance can be used in the field of Conversational AI.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Tricia Griffin
PhD (early stage)
Maastricht University
The Netherlands, The USA
t.griffin@maastrichtuniversity.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/triciagriffin/
www.fortyfields.com
@triciapersisted
Ethics and the AI Developer: Professional or Technician?

Abstract:
To date, more than 80 organizations and public institutions have published AI/ML ethics principles or
guidelines. No two guidance documents are alike, none include enforcement mechanisms, and only a few offer
practical “toolkits” for operationalization. Evidence for the effectiveness of these guidelines is slim. McNamara
et al. (2018), for example, found that ethics guidelines have thus far had no effect on the behavior of
technology professionals. Why might this be? Are these highly skilled, highly sought after, and highly paid
people simply employees? Do they lack normative agency beyond taking orders and writing the code they are
paid to write? Or are they professionals in the sense that they are aiming for a good, and therefore ought to
work under specific restrictions and protections? I will present a set of core questions I am asking about the AI
Developer as a distinct ethical actor (independent of the ethics of algorithms or the companies that deploy
them).
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Corinna Hertweck
PhD (early stage)
University of Zurich & Zurich University of Applied Sciences
Switzerland, Germany
corinna.hertweck@zhaw.ch
https://www.linkedin.com/in/corinna-hertweck-60804913b/
Towards a framework for using group fairness metrics in practice

Abstract:
One central aspect of the field "algorithmic fairness" is the evaluation of systems through so-called fairness
metrics. These metrics can be grouped into different categories. Group fairness metrics appear to be
particularly popular, perhaps due to their apparently straightforward application in practice. However, their
application still comes with many challenges. One of them is located at the intersection of mathematics and
philosophy: What fairness metric is appropriate in what situation? This talk will discuss the crucial components
needed to answer this question.
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Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Matt Hastings
Recent PhD graduate.
Colorado School of Mines
The USA
Matthew.Hastings-1@colorado.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-hastings-1066/
Tech Ethics Communities as Public and Counter Publics

Abstract:
There are many emerging tech ethics communities that are grappling with how to contend with the
coordination power and formative influence of digital devices and systems. I argue that the budding tech
ethics communities are akin to the early reading publics and counter publics that set the stage for European
countries to adopt Enlightenment principles and constitute populations into democratic nation states. We can
learn from the flaws of these Enlightenment founders by intentionally creating inclusive, diverse, and
empowering communities, guided by a declaration of dependence. The many documents, conversations, and
policies the tech ethics communities are producing can be seen as early attempts to envision a future living
alongside these powerful digital tools. We are not merely analyzing cases of ethical dilemmas, playing catch up
to a runaway private sector, but working to articulate what kind of society we are going to live in, as our
current one is disrupted and changed.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Sheilla Njoto
PhD (early stage)
The University of Melbourne
Australia, Indonesia
sheillanjoto@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sheilla-njoto-83a4a6ba
@njoto_sheilla
How and to what extent hiring algorithms discriminate against women and
feminine language?

Abstract:
In the past decade, the adoption of Machine Learning (ML) in recruitment continues to rise. Central to this
upsurge are the presumptions that automated systems enable not only high efficiency, but also impartiality:
that mathematical calculations and predictions are immune to subconscious biases (see O’Neil 2016; Zuboff
2018). However, if artificial intelligence (AI) makes decisions based on historical data, and if data is designed to
display a reflection of society, then AI systems are not immune to bias. On the contrary, it is prone to
perpetuate, if not exacerbate, societal biases. Therefore, with the current imbalanced statistical
representation of gender in workforce, I hypothesise that feminine CVs would be ranked lower than masculine
CVs. This thesis investigates how and to what extent automated hiring systems discriminate against feminine
language and women. Vital to this is identifying what constitutes a ‘woman’ and ‘femininity’ in data, looking at
both obvious and subtle gender signals.
Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Anna Puzio
PhD (late stage)
University of Münster, School of Philosophy Munich
Germany, Poland
anna.puzio@uni-muenster.de
www.linkedin.com/in/anna-puzio-a64018198/
www.anna-puzio.com
@PuzioAnna
Philosophy of Transhumanism

Abstract:
Transhumanism and Posthumanism; Philosophy, Anthropology and Ethics of Transhumanism; Transhumanism
from a philosophical and theological perspective; Anthropology of Technology.
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Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Leslye Dias
PhD (Early stage)
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Colombia, Germany
leslye.diasduran@rub.de
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leslye-dias-1b6632133/
@DiasLeslye
Machine Learning in medical diagnosis: an ethical evaluation of chances and
risks.

Abstract:
The problem of the epistemological gap between those eager to implement machine learning systems in
medical diagnostic and those ringing alarm bells gains more relevance as the technical power of artificial
intelligence continues to increase. Medical practice is a notoriously complex setting for technologies to be
deployed, not only at a technical level but also at an ethical one. Leslye’s project seeks to bridge this gap by
connecting an analytic assessment of the risks and possibilities of implementing machine learning in medical
diagnosis and a rights-based approach that evaluates them to assist stakeholders in minimising or averting the
risks when possible, and enhance the benefits.

Name
Degree / research status
University / Institute
Country origin/study
Email
Research links
Twitter
Title

Andréane Sabourin Laflamme
PhD (early stage)
Université du Québec à Montréal
Canada
N/a
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andr%C3%A9ane-sabourin-laflamme95a9a919a/
The role of ethics and law in providing an appropriate normative framework
for artificial intelligence

Abstract:
Despite the growing presence of artificial intelligence systems (AIS) in various spheres of our societies and the
numerous risks associated with them, they are currently subject to only a minimal normative framework. In
order to discuss the issues associated with AIS, publications in AI ethics have multiplied recently. While law
and ethics work toward a common goal of fostering beneficial and responsible use of AI, these normative
initiatives are distinct and must be appropriately situated in relation to each other. My doctoral research
project seeks on the one hand to identify the contribution and the limits of the different levels of ethical
reflection as well as of international and state law in the governance of AI, and on the other hand to situate
these normative sources in relation to each other, by identifying their overlap, their convergences, but also
their possible contradictions.
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